How to replace a receiver

Locate the red receiver for the RIGHT hearing aid OR the blue receiver for LEFT hearing aid.

**Remove the receiver**

1. Hold the hearing aid between your thumb and forefinger. *(0:01)*
2. Grasp the receiver near the top of the hearing aid and gently pull out. *(0:02)*

**Attach the receiver**

1. Hold the hearing aid between your thumb and forefinger. *(0:03)*
2. Holding the new receiver near the plug, gently insert it into the hearing aid until it clicks into place. *(0:06)*
3. Give the receiver a gentle pull to ensure that it is properly secure.

To see video of this process, please click here

---

How to insert a receiver

1. Position the hearing aid over the top of your ear, carefully placing it behind your ear and wrapping the tubing around the top of your ear. *(0:02)*
2. Use your forefinger to navigate the receiver bud into your ear canal. *(0:05)*
3. Gently push the bud into your ear canal. *(0:06)*

To see video of this process, please click here

---
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